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HACK THE PLAN,
NOT THE TREES

By Karuna Gopal

I

t’s not the trees
but the plan
– the strategy
to build multilevel ﬂyovers – that
has to be hacked!
At the risk of
sounding radical,
let me say it again. Hack the
plan and not the trees.
Here’s why.
Road widening and road
building programmes are
often proposed as a solution
to trafﬁc congestion, but
there is clear evidence that
these programmes are ineffective.
Case studies in the UK
and the Netherlands have
amply proved that the beneﬁts from reduced congestion and shorter journey
times are often short-lived
as new road network capacity is taken up by new trafﬁc growth. So build ﬂyovers
and promote use of private
vehicles! Remember the
Chennai story?
The city of Chennai
earned the title ‘city of ﬂyovers’, thanks to 21 elevated
urban corridors which it
hosts. It’s common knowledge that despite the massive investment, the ﬂyovers have failed to solve
the problem of trafﬁc
congestion in the city.
For the investment
made, experts believe that
the city could have strengthened its public transportation, or laid 2,000 km of
dedicated cycle lanes across
Chennai’s streets or built an
equivalent BRT (Bus rapid
transit) network of 150 km.
For some of us who love
Hyderabad for its beauty,
here’s some bad news. Flyo-

vers can scar the urban
fabric! Cairo is one sad
example of ﬂyovers
marring the beauty of
a city and please remember, it’s just one
example.
It is not just the
beauty of the city or
the wasted investment
or the enhanced congestion,
but it’s also about health.

Road widening
and road building
programmes are often
proposed as a solution
to trafﬁc congestion,
but there is evidence
that these programmes
are ineffective. Case
studies in the UK
and the Netherlands
have proved that the
beneﬁts from reduced
congestion and shorter
journey times are
short-lived as new road
network capacity is
taken up by new trafﬁc
growth

Dust and other air pollution from construction can
impact greatly the health
and quality of life of people,
with some studies reporting an increase in mortality
due to chronic obstructive
pulmonary diseases and
cancer. Cities in China have
seen a rapid rise in neurological diseases like Alzheimers and stress-induced bipolar disorders due to noise
and air pollution.
The phenomenon of
ﬂyover construction is best
understood from the book
‘Road to Ruin’. It says that
roads are an invention
that humans have come up
with (short of aerial carpet
bombing) to destroy community quality of life. As
mentioned before, roads do
promote auto-dependency
and as communities do not
interact closely like they
do in ‘walkable neighbourhoods’, the quality of life
hits a downward spiral.
And that, in my opinion, is
toxic to the health of a city.
In short, you as a citizen
are getting ready for the future – with solar rooftops,
rainwater harvesting pits,
kitchen garden in balconies,
locally-sourced material for
your homes, bamboo furniture, conservation classes,
ozonized vegetables and
pranayama for quality
of life… And, the city
is killing green, inviting
concrete, ruining the thermostat, polluting air, smogging your lungs. Case studies prove it wrong. ‘Science
of City’ does not support it.
Citizens don’t want it. Then
why I pray this plan?
(The author is
President, Foundation for
Futuristic Cities)
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BRAVING THE CROWD FOR WATER

Ramoorthy P

Hyderabad: With the mercury steadily climbing in
the city, many Hyderabadis
are packing their bags and
heading to cooler climes of
Europe, with some even opting for offbeat locales like
Iceland and Finland.
“Since I have seen most
parts of Europe and have just
returned from Spain and Milan, I decided to explore Iceland. The temperature there
would range between
eight and 15 degrees
at the time of my
visit. It will be a
welcome break
from the unbearable heat here,” said
Narender
Surana,
chairman of Surana
Group.
In fact, such ‘luxury destinations’ are
now being made ‘affordable’ by tour agents via

various permutations and
combinations. “Our bestselling Europe holiday packages range between Rs 35,999
and Rs 60,000 per person
depending on the choice of
destination and offers,” said
Neelu Singh, CEO and director, Ezeego1, a travel website.
A seven-day regular package to Europe tour ranges from Rs 1.1 lakh to
1.5 lakh, excluding
tickets.
But
budget packages, beginning
at Rs 80,000 per
person for seven
days, are also being rolled out.
“I have been
planning a tour for
two years. Finally, this

year I will be heading to Russia with a group of six as we
have a budget package that
ﬁts the bill for all of us,” said
Rahul V Katria, a software
professional.
Meanwhile, the number of tourists ﬂying out of
Hyderabad is on the rise.
“Tourists from Hyderabad
account for 10% of Thomas
Cook India’s overall leisure
tourists and has recorded an
18% growth this year,” said
Rajeev D Kale, president and
country head - leisure travel,
MICE, Thomas Cook (India)
Ltd.
The increase in travel is
being attributed to favourable exchange rates, economic
airfares and discount packages on offer.

RARE SIGHT: A thirsty peacock ventures on to the busy thoroughfare outside KBR Park to have
a drink of water from the earthen bowls on the median on Wednesday

Want PG medical seat? Just pay over `1 crore!
Brokers Send
SMSs With ‘Offers’
Of Management
Quota Seats In Pvt
Medical Colleges
Prabeerkumar.Sikdar
@timesgroup.com

Hyderabad: Merit is taking
a back seat when it comes to
ﬁlling up of 313 post graduate medical seats offered by
a dozen odd private medical
colleges under management
quota. Dozens of brokers are
on the prowl to lure any barely-qualiﬁed MBBS graduate
with deep pockets to ‘sell’
these seats at a premium.
In fact, to book a management quota PG seat, one need
not even visit these colleges.
Middlemen are, instead,
reaching out to almost every
MBBS passout by bombarding them with SMSs after collecting their contact details
from coaching centres.
So wide are they casting

their net that even senior
practising doctors, PG medicos in their ﬁnal year and
even those who ﬁnished their
post-graduation a couple of
years ago have their inboxes
ﬂooded with these seat offers.
“I have been receiving
such SMSs regularly. Their
intensity increases during
summer when admissions
for PG medical course takes
place,” said Dr B Bhavya, a
ﬁnal year PG medico in Osmania Medical College.
When this correspondent
contacted several brokers
posing as a prospective PG
medical seat aspirant for MS
Surgery, several were ready
to give small discounts and
the facility for part-payment.

❝

If you have barely qualiﬁed MBBS,
don’t worry. Even if you have not
cleared PGMET or not even appeared for any
entrance, then also seats are guaranteed
provided you are ready to shell out the
money. But no instalments please — A broker
“If you have barely qualiﬁed MBBS, don’t worry. Even
if you have not cleared PGMET or not even appeared
for any entrance, then also
seats are guaranteed provided you are ready to shell
out the money. But no instalments please,” said a broker.
Those in the profession,
especially former Andhra
Pradesh Junior Doctors’ As-

ANYTHING, FOR A PRICE
1.75cr
Orthopaedics: 1.6cr
Radiology:

General medicine:

1.5cr
Obstetrics/gynaecology:

1.3cr
1.3cr
General surgery: 1.1cr
Paediatrics:

sociation leaders, term such
open sale of PG medical seats
under management quota as
something that is a routine
affair. But that doesn’t mean
it is not in violation of rules.
“Even for PG medical
course under management
quota in private medical colleges, the annual fee is ﬁxed
by the government at Rs 5.25
lakh. They are also entitled
to receive stipends ﬁxed by
the Medical Council of India. But such is the system
that middlemen are openly
charging 20 times more. And
once the medicos join these
private colleges, they are not
even given the stipend,” said
Dr M Abhilash, former state
president, APJUDA. He rued
that such practices would affect the quality of medical
profession in the long run.

Dr B Karunakar Reddy,
vice chancellor of Kaloji
Narayan Rao University of
Health Sciences, acknowledged that he too gets similar SMSs. “We can intervene
only with regard to ﬁlling up
of 50% convenor quota seats
(800 in all) during PG admissions. We do not have any
say with regard to the ways
by which private colleges ﬁll
up their management quota
seats,” Reddy said.
He further pointed out
that the Admissions and
Fee Regulatory Committee
(AFRC) appointed by the
Telangana government can
take action only when there
is a complaint. “Generally,
nobody complains,” he rued.
However, Dr K Ramesh
Reddy, MCI member, sought
to differ on the issue. “Under MCI Postgraduate Medical Education Regulations,
2000, entrance test for all PG
admissions is compulsory.
For general candidates, they
must obtain 50% and 40% for
SCs, STs and OBCs,” he said.
He blamed the government
for not reining in private
medical colleges.
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Hyderabad: At the second meeting held by the
National Commission of
Scheduled castes on the
issue of Dalit PhD scholar
Koonal Duggal being ‘restricted’ from entering
into the English and Foreign Languages University
(Eﬂu), the varsity denied
rolling back its decision,
maintaining that the PhD
scholar has a ‘history’ of
anti-university activities.
The commission on its
part only suggested that
the dalit scholar writes to
the authorities seeking
permission to be allowed
into the university.
Vice chancellor Sunaina Singh, along with the
registrar Prakash Kona,
appeared before P. M. Kamalamma, member of the
National Commission for
Scheduled Castes, at the
Delhi headquarters on
Wednesday.

—
also said that 25 of 37 medical
institutions in Telangana had
zero research publications.
These include state-run medical colleges such as Kakatiya
Medical College and Rajiv
Gandhi Institute of Medical
Sciences, Adilabad.

